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Trolley folding tables 

TROLLEY FOR RECTANGULAR TABLES 

76 x 122 CM & 76 x 183 CM & OCEAN HALF MOON 

 
•Trolley for 18 folding tables Ocean  

•3 functions: to transport, store and protect the tables 

•The trolley is adjustable from 122 & 183 x 76 cm 

•Coating: hammerscale grey 

•The trolley is fitted with vulcanised wheels, 125 mm dia 

•2 braked swing-wheels + 2 fixed wheels 

•Height: 120 cm 

•Length: 120-183 cm 

•Width: 70 cm 

 

TROLLEY FOR ROUND TABLES 

Ø 120 CM & Ø 122 CM 

 
•Trolley for 8 folding tables 

•3 functions: to transport, store and protect the tables 

•Coating: hammerscale grey 

•The trolley is fitted with vulcanised wheels, 125 mm dia 

•2 braked swing-wheels + 2 fixed wheels 

•Height: 98 cm 

•Length: 125 cm 

•Width: 78 cm 

 

TROLLEY FOR TABLES 

Ø 150 - 183 CM & OCEAN SQUARE 

 
•Trolley for 8 folding tables 

•3 functions: to transport, store and protect the tables 

•The trolley is adjustable from dia 150 until dia 183 cm 

•Coating: hammerscale grey 

•The trolley is fitted with vulcanised wheels, 125 mm dia 

•2 braked swing-wheels + 2 fixed wheels 

•Height: 194 cm 

•Length: 197 cm 

•Width: 75 cm 
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Transportkar klaptafels 

TROLLEY FOR RECTANGULAR TABLES 

76 x 220 CM 

 
•Trolley for 20 folding tables Ocean  

•3 functions: to transport, store and protect the tables 

•Coating: hammerscale grey 

•The trolley is fitted with vulcanised polyurethane wheels, 125 mm dia 

•2 braked swing-wheels + 2 fixed wheels 

•Height: 170 cm 

•Length: 227 cm 

•Width: 90 cm 

 

TROLLEY FOR WAVES 

 
•Trolley for 8 tables 

•3 functions: to transport, store and protect the tables 

•Coating: hammerscale grey 

•The trolley is fitted with vulcanised wheels, 125 mm dia 

•2 braked swing-wheels + 2 fixed wheels 

•Height: 120 cm 

•Length: 220 cm 

•Width: 75 cm 
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